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A LATE INCLUSION TO THE 2015 ANNUAL REPORT
The Annual Report for 2015 reports on the activities of Wide Angle Tasmania in 2015. Below is a media release
issued on April 13, 2016 announcing that WAT will continue operating beyond the announced closure date of
June 30, 2016.

MEDIA&RELEASE&
ISSUED&WED&13th&APRIL,&2016

BRIGHTER FUTURE FOR TASMANIAN FILMMAKERS
Wide Angle Tasmania – the state’s screen training and development organization - has been saved
from closure.
In October 2015 Wide Angle announced it would shut its doors following the withdrawal of
Screen Australia funding. State Government agency Screen Tasmania was unable to make up the
shortfall caused by the loss of federal government funding, which has threatened similar agencies
throughout the country.
Now a group committed to encouraging new Australian filmmakers has stepped in to ensure that
Wide Angle’s work will continue.
The group’s donation will provide operational support and stability to Wide Angle Tasmania.
With this in place, Wide Angle Tasmania anticipates that future partnerships with government
agencies, the screen industry and the wider community will enable it to continue to support
emerging Tasmanian filmmakers.
Since its foundation in 2005 Wide Angle Tasmania has provided essential skills training,
production opportunities and advice to thousands of screen practitioners in the state. It has
enabled the screening of hundreds of Tasmanian films to national and local audiences, and offered
Tasmania’s only comprehensive production equipment hire service.
Wide Angle Tasmania Chairman, Tony De Cesare, said today, “We are humbled and incredibly
grateful that those with the capacity to donate so generously have helped Wide Angle to continue
serving our community into the future.”
A delighted General Manager, Abi Binning, expressed her thanks for the latest and largest
donation to the organization. She added that community support in the form of large and small
contributions, and assistance from Creative Partnerships Australia, had helped Wide Angle to
continue operating into 2016, after Screen Australia funding ceased. Ms Binning promised that
Wide Angle supporters will be rewarded by an ongoing program of relevant training and
production activities, the availability of production equipment, and the continued existence of an
important hub for filmmaking activity in the state. Ms Binning foreshadowed some bold new
initiatives to develop the skills of Tasmanians. “The best is yet to come,” she said.
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Image: On set of Coffeehead - Director Trent Baumann, DOP Sam King & Camera Assistant Atak Ngor

ABOUT WIDE ANGLE TASMANIA
Established in 2005, Wide Angle Tasmania is the state’s screen development organisation. Principally
funded by Screen Australia and Screen Tasmania, it is a not-for-profit organisation that nurtures local
talent by providing advice, training, access to film production equipment and production initiatives.
Wide Angle Tasmania also offers Tasmanian audiences a diverse programme of screenings.

OUR OBJECTIVES 2015

Our vision is to contribute to a vibrant, diverse and
renewable Tasmanian screen culture.
Our mission is to encourage, develop and support
emerging screen practitioners in Tasmania

1. Vibrant Tasmanian screen culture

The values that guide our work include:

Develop screen culture locally and show Tasmanian
screen stories

• Resourcefulness: making intelligent and creative
use of limited resources
• Openness: being receptive to new and diverse
ideas and approaches
• Community: sharing skills, talents, ideas and
resources to support the work of others
• Accountability: taking responsibility for our
actions and their outcomes

2. Skilled, creative and resourceful Tasmanian screen
practitioners
Identify new and existing talent and support the
development of skilled, entrepreneurial and connected
screen practitioners
3. Active network of Tasmanian screen practitioners
Support Tasmanian film and digital makers,
community screen-based practitioners and artists to
tell their screen stories

“WAT is small and
independent of
bureaucratic
organisations but
connected with
industry such that they
can (be) responsive
and flexible and
targeted.”

4. A responsible, effective and dynamic organisation
Build an organisation that is resourced effectively for
the local industry
You can view a copy of Wide Angle Tasmania’s 2013-2015
Strategic Plan online at: www.wideangle.org.au/about-us

WAT Future Forum Sept 2014
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Image: On set of Matthew - Matthew Stolp & Mel Francis

WAT BOARD 2015
Tony De Cesare GAICD - Chair
Jan 2005 - present
Manager Tasmania, ABC Resources
Alicia Rackett - Deputy Chair
March 2014 - present
Producer, Blue Rocket Productions

WAT STAFF
Abi Binning (.86 FTE )
General Manager
September 2010 - Present

FORMER
Janiebelle Reilly
Office Assistant
May 2014 - May 2015

Jo Collins (.34 FTE )
Officer Manager
April 2008 - Present

Greg Simson
Tech Assistant
May 2014 - May 2015

CURRENT

Treasurer - vacant
Shaun Wilson - Secretary & Public Officer!
March 2012 - present
Director, Pananda/Sky Machine
Molly Reynolds
Feb 2013 - Present
Multiplatform Producer and Director
Rolf de Heer!
!
Feb 2014 - Present
Writer, Director & Producer of feature films
Robert Heazlewood!
March 2014 - Present
Executive Director, Brand Tasmania Council Inc
Julia Overton!
October 2014 - Present
Production Consultant/Marketplace Advisor, JOTZ
Productions
Nick Storr!
!
August 2015 - Present
Head of Performing Arts, Rosny College

Wide Angle Tasmania’s volunteer Board
met ten times in 2015. Regional and
interstate members attend by skype or

Simone Cunliffe!!
Feb 2014 - June 2015
Director, Firefly Media

PARTNERSHIPS & SPONSORSHIP
As a not-for-profit organisation, Wide Angle Tasmania was financed by government funding and earned income from
equipment hires and training. Government funding in 2015 came from the Federal Government via Screen Australia and the
State Government through Screen Tasmania.

Partnerships enable Wide Angle to deliver a range of services and projects. We gratefully acknowledge the generosity of all our
supporters and in particular our major funders. In 2015, Wide Angle Tasmania was fortunate to have generous sponsors and
partners for a number of our initiatives:
Raw Nerve - Screen Australia, Screen Network, ABC2, Digital City Studios, Jane Binning Casting
Step-Up FIlm Fund - Creative Partnerships Australia (through Plus 1), Blue Rocket Productions, Crowe Horwath, Salamanca Arts
Centre, Roar Film and over 100 individual contributors
TASshorts on SCREEN - State Cinema, Winning Post Productions, BOFA Film Festival, Digital City Studios, The Wharf Hotel,
Studio Be, Meander Valley Council and Lighthouse Film Society
10th Anniversary celebration: Government House, Salamanca Arts Centre
We acknowledge with gratitude the ongoing support of partners to our general operations including Salamanca Arts Centre, State
Cinema, MONA Cinema, Pozible and Pro-Active Tax and Accounting.
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CHAIR’S REPORT
It is with a sense of sadness that I write this report for the 2015 year. Clearly
the most significant decision of the year was to announce that WAT would
cease operating in June 2016. This is a direct consequence of the withdrawal of
funding by Screen Australia. I would like to acknowledge Screen Tasmania for
the continuing support of WAT. Given the tight economic situation faced by
Screen Tasmania and the state government, Screen Tasmania was
unfortunately unable to cover the funding shortfall left by the withdrawal of
federal funds.
Broad consultation and discussion preceded this decision. The board was
absolutely united in determining that we would not remain open just to pay rent
and phone bills until the money ran out – we would do all we could to become
sustainable and deliver the promised program to the Tasmanian screen sector.
It was always going to be difficult to independently raise revenue while ensuring
we didn’t compete with the very sector we were created to support.
WAT already generated about 33% of operating costs through our own
activities, well above the average for a not-for-profit. Primarily through the
efforts of Abi, that grew to about 50%, growth rates almost unheard of in the
commercial sphere. However it also became apparent that this approach was
not going to adequately replace the federal funding.
Any further efforts to improve sustainability would require more radical
transformation over a much longer timeframe - WAT would need to become
quite a different organisation – and the time and funds were not available.
By October it was evident that we would eventually need to close and a firm
date was set so we could cease operations in a controlled manner. This was
the fairest approach for staff, members, the broader community and
stakeholders.
WAT wouldn’t have become successful without the effort of all past board
members and staff, but in particular the founding board members who were the
engine room that helped WAT go from a “good idea” to a functioning
organisation delivering services to the community. Graham Gates, Sharon
Connolly and Alicia Rackett were there at the very beginning and have been
instrumental. I would also like to thank Abi for presiding over the most
successful and most difficult time for WAT.
With the extraordinary growth of video on mobile screens in addition to cinema,
TV and computer screens, coupled with the growth in jobs specifying video
skills, there has never been greater need for the services offered by WAT.

Tony De Cesare
Chair Wide Angle Tasmania
March 1, 2016
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GENERAL
MANAGER’S
REPORT

THE OUTCOMES
1. Increase revenue streams

Prior to 2015, WAT already tracked well above many not-forprofits in generating income through fee-for-service activities
(generating an annual average of 33% of it’s own income.)

1.A Engage private sector support & philanthropy
WAT has established several long-term partnerships within the
business community in Tasmania. These partnerships have
generally involved in-kind support and small cash support for
specific initiatives. Additional businesses have provided on-going
in-kind service provision, or reduced rate service provision. These
partnerships have enabled WAT to deliver outcomes well above
those that could be provided with cash budgets. The WAT board
identified that sponsorship and philanthropic support were income
streams that had not been fully explored by the organisation and
in 2015 began the first step in our strategy to develop this income
stream.

Wide Angle Tasmania (WAT) was established ten years ago to
provide services that were not being offered, through either the
public or private sectors; a community hub, the provision of low
cost production equipment and training of emerging screen
practitioners.
This not-for-profit model has suited the Tasmanian screen
environment. WAT has very effectively levered community support
for its projects and programmes - with more that $12,500 in-kind
support provided, per annum, by screening venues, suppliers and
contractors. The volunteer contribution of knowledge and
expertise to our organisation has been calculated at more than
$122,000 annually.

WAT was one of only three Tasmanian organisations selected for
Plus1 Matched funding initiative from Creative Partnerships
Australia. WAT aimed to raise $30,000 towards a new film
initiative, with the Federal government to provide matched funding
towards the operational activities of WAT. By May 2015, WAT had
raised $23,000 towards that goal via sponsorships, philanthropic
donations and crowdfunding. Creative Partnerships Australia
matched this with an additional $23,000 for operational expenses
in 2016.

While WAT is able to harness tremendous good will and
resources, the organisation has been largely reliant on State and
Federal funds; although not entirely. In 2013 & 2014 WAT
generated around a third of its own revenue. Over the years WAT
has demonstrated sound financial management, innovative
growth in sourcing alternate income streams, strong leverage of
government funds and consistently delivered results that
exceeded the key performance indicators negotiated with our key
stakeholders.

New partnerships and sponsors were also established for the
TASshorts on SCREEN program including the State Cinema,
Winning Post Productions and Breath of Fresh Air Film Festival.

However, in July 2014, Screen Australia declared its intention to
cease direct funding of the nation’s screen resource organisations
at the end of December 2015. They varied the triennial agreement
to provide one year transitional funding for 2015 and directed
WAT to use this period to determine alternate business models for
the organisation and approach Screen Australia for project
funding.

Through these processes WAT staff gained valuable fundraising
and marketing skills, established new processes for CMS (content
management systems) and established new partnerships that we
intended to develop further in 2016 & 2017.
WAT has an enviable track-record of success in obtaining support
from foundations and grant bodies to support the organisation’s
infrastructure needs including production equipment, office
computers and website build. The support from Tasmanian
foundations is, however, limited and WAT has used cash reserves
to maintain, replace and build on the equipment available for hire.

In September 2014 WAT held a public forum to scope
opportunities and pathways for WAT to explore. Comprising 80
stakeholders, the key message was that WAT exceeded in
delivering on its remit and that it should continue, with any future
income generated being used to subsidise those services. Our
stakeholders agreed that there was no other model for WAT; the
issue was one of replacing the Federal funding.

1.B Secure additional program funding
The Plus1 Matched funding initiative resulted in the provision of a
new programme, the Step-Up Film Fund. This fund provides two
filmmaking teams with the resources to create a short film
targeted at the International festival circuit. With these films to be
delivered in June 2016, the intention was to use the premiere
screening as a launch for seeking private sector and philanthropic
support for the fund to be delivered annually in 2016 and 2017.

2015 ACTIONS AND ACTIVITIES
By January 1, 2015 the WAT Board and Management had
canvassed the organisation’s options and agreed to progress a
series of actions that would enable WAT to transition to a model
independent of Screen Australia funding.
The plan aimed to:
1. Increase revenue streams:
• engage private sector support and philanthropy
• secure additional program funding
• scope provision of accredited training
2. Decrease operational expenses
3. Negotiate ongoing operational funding from Screen Tasmania

The Plus 1 Matched funding initiative also funded a Digital
Producer Internship with Crowe Horwath, Business Advisor and
Consultants – a mentored opportunity for a recent school leaver.
This program was designed as a showcase for further such
internships being brokered on a fee-for-service basis by WAT in
2016 and 2017.
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1.C Provide accredited training as an RTO

In July 2015, Wide Angle Tasmania submitted a joint EOI with the
Media Resource Centre in South Australia to Screen Australia via
its Enterprise Industry strand to support the project
#millennialcinema - making cinema the ‘new vinyl’ for teenagers.
The key objective of #millenialcinema is to devise and deliver a
pilot program employing innovative and traditional audience
development strategies, which bring teenagers back to cinemas.
The pilot program was to be delivered in two Australian capital
cities (Adelaide and Hobart) and in two types of cinema
businesses, a cultural screen (the Mercury Cinema) and an
independent commercial cinema (The State Cinema). The pilot
findings were to be made available for use in a future coordinated
national roll out and/or taken up by other cinema businesses. It
was to be a two year pilot project that involved monthly
screenings curated by young programmers (aged 18 – 24 years).
The young programmers would receive Cert IV accreditation in
Community Culture through a partnership with Salamanca Arts
Centre. Screen Australia did not invite WAT/MRC to provide a full
business case and as a consequence #millenialcinema has not
been able to be implemented. WAT has however, committed to
delivering training to young programmers in 2016 through a series
of screenings – contributing to them gaining Cert IV accreditation
in Community Culture.

Some of WAT’s stakeholders have urged WAT to provide
accredited training, assuming that this would provide a solid
revenue stream for the organisation. WAT’s research and analysis
has indicated three problems with this model. First, the
establishment costs are a barrier to WAT. Second, WAT would
need to increase significantly in scale in order to offer enough
courses that attract sufficient numbers of students. Third, the
training needs identified for screen practitioners tend to be niche
with insufficient numbers to enable a positive return on
investment. We concluded that if a return could be made, AFTRS
wouldn’t have closed their state office and existing RTOs would
already be providing specialized accredited training in this sector.
The announcement that Metro Screen (who had a strong program
of accredited training) was closing provided further confirmation
that provision of accredited training would be unable to crosssubsidise the activities our stakeholders most value.
WAT did not however discount accredited training as a part of our
program – and sought opportunities to partner to deliver specific
training opportunities that align with WAT’s core mission of
supporting Tasmanian screen culture. In 2015-2016 WAT will
partner with Salamanca Arts Centre to deliver Cert IV training in
Community Culture – a program that will provide accredited
training to emerging producers through screenings and an
internship placement at WAT.

In December 2015 Wide Angle Tasmania successfully gained
funding from Screen Australia via the Event Partnership funding
stream for the RED Initiatives - a three-stage development
program for early career filmmakers in Tasmania. Consisting of
intensive training and mentored production opportunities, the RED
initiatives are designed to provide a structured pathway for
Tasmanian talent to gain eligibility for Screen Australia and Screen
Tasmania support. In 2015/2016 WAT will deliver RED Hands - a
development program in story and technical skills that prepares
12 filmmakers to apply to RED Flag – the production initiative in
which three first time filmmakers are mentored from script to
market on their first funded short screen project. These programs
are the rebranded initiatives run in 2015 – Raw Materials and Raw
Nerve.

Conclusion
These and other income streams have been canvassed but all
would require increasing staff numbers, direct competition with
local screen practitioners and diversion of resources necessary to
deliver our core function. Most alternatives would result in a loss
of the financial leverage and volunteer contribution arising from
WAT’s not-for-profit status.
WAT’s intention was to continue to incrementally seek
opportunities to diversify and grow our income streams. However,
it became clear that without ongoing funding from State and
Federal government, WAT would be unable to continue to deliver
its core mission.

WAT recognised the need to provide greater opportunities for
screen producers to share their work with Tasmanian audiences
and build revenue streams. To this end we established a regional
touring program called TASshorts on SCREEN that operates as a
profit-share with filmmakers. The program in 2015 toured 4
locations (Hobart, Wynyard, Deloraine and Launceston.) Over
$4,000 in ticket sales was received - $2,000 was returned to the
producers of the 14 films that screened in the program, $2,000
was retained by WAT. It was anticipated that this tour would
continue during the first half of 2016 when we would call for
filmmakers to enter new work for the next round of the tour.

2. Decrease Operational Expenses

WAT runs a very lean operation – at the start of 2015 WAT
employed 2 FTE staff members (4 part-time staff – a General
Manager, Office Manager, Office Assistant and Technical
Assistant.) Contractors are engaged to deliver training and
additional program support as required.
Contracts for WAT’s tech and admin assistant positions were not
renewed in May of 2015. This helped WAT to reduce operational
expenses in 2015 and prepare for an anticipated decreased
allocation for staffing in 2016. In Feb, 2016, WAT employs 1.2FTE
staff members (2 part-time staff - General Manager and Office
Manager).

The Board and Management identified that a viable potential
income stream could be found through the provision of training in
digital skills in regional areas. The barriers for WAT included the
costs of delivery and the lack of infrastructure. WAT applied to
several Tasmanian and national foundations for infrastructure
grants for equipment (laptops, cameras and a car) to allow us to
offer our services as a mobile media training provider. As it is a
highly competitive environment with grants increasingly flowing to
critical social welfare service providers in the community, we were
unsuccessful in sourcing funding for this infrastructure investment.

In 2015, WAT’s budgeted expenditure was $249,000. WAT’s
(unaudited) actual expenditure for 2015 was $223,000 - a
$26,000 reduction in expenses. On the basis of these savings,
the WAT Board and management trimmed $20,000 from the
2016 forecast budget and were confident that even with this
decrease, WAT staff could continue to provide a high quality
service to the sector.

WAT has been further hampered by agency and foundation grants
that specifically exclude funding of programmes that fall within the
remit of state or federal agencies. It will take a period of time for
these grant providers to recognize that our programmes and
operations have been excluded from Federal support via Screen
Australia.
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3. Secure ongoing operational funding from
Screen Tasmania

Decision to cease operations in June 2016

In June 2015 the Board and management articulated a two year
vision for WAT (2015 – 2017). This blueprint informed our
application for support submitted to Screen Tasmania in June
2015.

It was with considerable disappointment and regret that the Board
of Wide Angle Tasmania announced in late October, 2015 that
WAT would close in June, 2016. With Screen Australia funding to
cease at the end of 2015 and Screen Tasmania offering reduced
rather than increased funding, the Board decided that there was
no viable way for Wide Angle Tasmania to continue in the long
term.

To manage the budget deficit faced through the loss of Federal
funding via Screen Australia, WAT proposed that Screen Tasmania
and WAT share the shortfall to ensure WAT could continue to
deliver strong outcomes. WAT trimmed some costs in delivering
services to reduce the shortfall from $80,000 to $60,000 per year.
WAT proposed using monies sourced from the Plus1 Matched
Funding initiative ($20,000) and cash reserves ($10,000) to
contribute half of the budget deficit in the first year.

Wide Angle's Board and Management had determined that WAT’s
slate of activities could only be delivered by a not-for-profit
organisation, which requires appropriate government support. All
other alternatives dilute or conflict directly with WAT’s core mission
of encouraging, developing and supporting emerging screen
practitioners in Tasmania.

WAT requested that the State government, via Screen Tasmania,
commit to match their current support of $80,000 per year and
contribute an additional $30 000 per year.

From January 2016, WAT continues to provide services to WAT
members and provide equipment hire. Several programmes are
ongoing (RED Flag and Step-Up). In January, WAT’s legacy
project - the Audacity Fund was launched.

The total amount requested from the Screen Tasmania for Jan
2016 - July 2017 was $165,000. WAT’s proposed cash
contribution was $110,400. Coupled with WAT’s earned income,
Tasmanian government funding would allow WAT to deliver a suite
of services and programs that provided a solid foundation for
Tasmanian screen creators to develop and adapt to a rapidly
changing environment. With operational expenses secured, WAT
would be in a position to seek and implement program funding for
2016/2017 and beyond.

Abi Binning
General Manager
March 1, 2016

In mid October, WAT was advised that the Screen Tasmania
Board had recommended support in the amount of $30 000 for
operational costs for the period 1 January to 30 June 2016; and a
one-off contribution of $10 000 towards the engagement of a
business strategy consultant.
In late October, 2015, the WAT Board decided to decline the offer
from Screen Tasmania as the offer failed to enable us to achieve
the two objectives of our application;
• to deliver tangible benefits to the local screen community
and build on the considerable successes of WAT over
the past 10 years and
• to work collaboratively with Screen Tasmania while
Screen Tasmania formulated its strategic direction ahead
of the proposed release of the five year strategic plan for
the Tasmanian screen industry (The WAT Board
understood that this would not be released until the
second half of 2016).
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SUPPORTING SCREEN
CULTURE STATEWIDE

Image: Perrun and Fynley Harding on set - Waiting for Angel

Wide Angle Tasmania supports screen
culture statewide by providing a range
of resources. The main strands
include
• Production Initiatives & Support
• Training and Development
• Equipment Hire
• Festival Support
• Screenings
These are described in detail within
this Annual Report. Wide Angle
Tasmania resources practitioners and
the broader community in a number of
other significant ways, including:
Advice and referral - an average of
5,600 individual advice and referrals
are provided by Wide Angle Tasmania
staff each year in response to dropins, phone calls, emails and social
media contact. Staff professional
development ensures our advice is
up-to-date and helpful
Providing services statewide is a
challenge that is met through
• free couriering of equipment to the
door anywhere in the state for
members (members aren’t charged
transit time)
• using skype or phone to include
members outside Southern

Tasmania in suitable seminars/
masterclasses
• Making selected seminars and
masterclasses available on DVD or
online
Access and equity - Wide Angle
Tasmania provides substantial fee
reduction for training courses and
Specialist Advisory Sessions on
request - applicants are encouraged
to volunteer their skills at Wide Angle
Tasmania in exchange. Those
traveling from outside southern
Tasmania are eligible for fee discounts
to offset their travel costs. Production
grants provide significant discounts on
equipment hire for individual and
community based screen projects.
Production Logistics - Wide Angle
Tasmania staff and the online
database help connect local
practitioners and assist incoming
productions with filling their crew and
equipment requirements. The WAT
crew and company database currently
lists 35 WAT members.
Auspicing - Wide Angle Tasmania
auspices a number of screenings/
festivals each year to help WAT
members (generally by covering their
public liability and volunteers’
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insurance for events)
Wide Angle Tasmania provides:
Letters of support to practitioners and
organisations with whom we have
strong connections to assist them in
applying for grants and professional
development opportunities.
Resource centre - The WAT book &
DVD library includes over 550 titles.
Wide Angle Tasmania subscribes to
trade magazines and buys a range of
screen reference texts for practitioners
to access.
Community - we build and support a
vibrant screen community through
networking events and social media
channels
Image: Ist AD Andy Wilson on set Coffeehead.

WAT’S 10TH ANNIVERSARY
January 5, 2016 marked the 10th anniversary of the association of Wide Angle Tasmania. The occasion
was celebrated broadly with our community at the Raw Nerve launch in February, and with a reception at
Government House in March.

100 guests attended the reception at
Government House

Sharon Connolly receiving life membership
from Her Excellency Professor the
Honourable Kate Warner AM

Minister Vanessa Goodwin, Sally Caplin, Abi
Binning, Rebecca Thomson & Rogan Brown

Her Excellency Professor the Honourable Kate Warner and Mr Warner hosted a reception at Government House for Wide
Angle Tasmania to acknowledge the filmmakers selected for the inaugural TASshorts on Screen Tour and also to present
life memberships to founding members of Wide Angle Tasmania to mark its 10th anniversary.
More than 100 guests attended the reception including a number of Tasmanian parliamentarians, members of the screen
sector and supporters and sponsors of Wide Angle Tasmania.
The anniversary of WAT’s formation was celebrated by the WAT membership and broader community at the afterparty for
the Raw Nerve screening in February.

100 guests attended the reception at Government House100 guests attended the reception at Government House

Graham Gates, Rosemary Miller, Sharon Connolly & Tony De Cesare

Tony De Cesare, Minister Goodwin & Andrew MacPhail
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PRODUCTIONSUPPORT

A Credit to Us All was one of
13 local productions supported
through a grant in 2015
Image: Rebecca Thomson (dir), Rose Schramm (DOP), Richard Spurrier & Hans Benisch on set A Credit to Us All

$26,000 in subsidised equipment hire was provided to local screen practitioners
Wide Angle Tasmania’s strategy is to support filmmakers in a grass-roots, practical manner. Wide Angle Tasmania
staff have all worked on screen projects and are well connected locally. They provide timely advice and referral to
clients, calling on experienced filmmakers for specialist advice. Wide Angle Tasmania provides Tasmanian screen
practitioners with access to camera, sound, lighting and post-production equipment at subsidised rates to assist
them to produce screen projects with high production values at minimal cost. Wide Angle Tasmania’s production
grants promote quality and innovation in local productions and play a vital role in the state. Except for Screen
Australia’s support of Raw Nerve, in Tasmania there is no other short film funding or production funding for entry level
filmmakers. Wide Angle Tasmania’s support extends to assisting practitioners with managing productions; our aim is
to develop a culture of working to best practice on set. Recognising a significant barrier to Tasmanian practitioners,
Wide Angle Tasmania raised finance for a new short film production fund called ‘Step-Up’ in 2015.

Step-Up Film Fund 2015/2016
Short Film Initiative

The generosity of more than a hundred Tasmanians will see two new short films produced in Tasmania that are
destined for the international film festival circuit – providing a huge step-up for early career filmmakers in the state.
Wide Angle Tasmania recognised that Tasmania has a deep pool of talent but it is incredibly difficult for early career
filmmakers to keep building on their film successes – making high quality films is very difficult without access to
equipment, mentors and cash. The Step-Up Initiative is designed to provide talented filmmakers with the means to
make their next defining film.
Over 100 Tasmanians and major sponsors Crowe Horwath and Blue Rocket Productions contributed $23,000 to
the Step-Up Film Initiative. Through Creative Partnerships Australia, all donations to the fund were matched,
contributing to the operational costs of Wide Angle Tasmania in 2016.
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The competition for Step-Up was fierce, with 8 very strong teams applying. The prestigious selection panel
included internationally renowned writer director Rolf de Heer, Flickerfest International Film Festival director
Bronwyn Kidd and acclaimed documentary producer Julia Overton. The panel selected:
Letitia Lamb and Vivien Mason who will produce a 3 minute animated documentary Bikey Face – the story of
Clara who has the unusual job of sharing the gift of independence through teaching girls the joy of riding a bike in
rural Ghana. They have appointed Sharon Connolly as their script and mentor producer and Tony Thorne to
mentor Viv with animation.
Bloodgurgler is a 10 minute dark comedy/thriller by writer Adam Ransley, directed by Daniel James and produced
by Rogan Brown. In this short film, a naïve young office worker defeats his opponents in an online role-play game,
and must fight for his life as his opponents take revenge in the real world. Adam will be assisted by script editor
Tristram Baumber and Di Drew will mentor Daniel.
Each team will receive a package valued at over $30,000 including;
• script editing and attachment of a mentor filmmaker
• $10,000 cash budget
• $5,000 value of production and post-production equipment hire from WAT
• insurances for the film (public liability, workers’ compensation cover and volunteer accident insurance for cast
and crew)
• a colour grade and sound mix provided by a post-production studio
• a gala launch of the film
The films will be shot over summer and will premiere in Tasmania in June 2016.

Digital Content
internship
In a partnership with Crowe Horwath, WAT offered a
paid internship for an early career screen practitioner.
Working under the direct guidance of an experienced
digital content producer and Wide Angle Tasmania
staff, the intern developed a brief with a client, gained
a working understanding of copyright, contracts,
schedules and workflow, and filmed, edited and
delivered a short 2-3 minute piece for online
distribution. Izaak Bishop was selected and teamed
with Troy Melville. Since completing the internship
Izaak has gained full time employment with a local
production company.
Image: Izaak Bishop (intern) and Troy Melville (mentor) on set
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Raw Nerve 2015

“ My RAW nerve year
has been one of constant
lessons on film making,
screen writing, project
management and
professional
relationships. I feel like
I’ve had a couple of
years of film school
poured into my head in
about half the time. ”

Short Film Initiative

Raw Nerve is a national production
initiative of Screen Australia in partnership
with Screen Network and delivered in
Tasmania by Wide Angle.

Raw Nerve

provides new film talent with a unique
opportunity to develop high quality short
films on a micro-budget.
Each year, three early career directors are

Raw Nerve 2015 participant

p ro v i d e d w i t h t e c h n i c a l s u p p o r t ,
mentoring from established filmmakers,
insurances, access to our production and
post production equipment, colour grade

and sound mix to help produce a 5 - 7 Raw Materials consisted of 6 full days of Industry practitioners mentored and
minute film. $4,000 cash completes the training (including a weekend residential) provided script advice to the Raw Nerve
It included story filmmakers in 2015.
Wide Angle
production budget.
This year we for 13 participants.
partnered with ABC2 who requested that sessions with Karel Segers, a script and Tasmania is grateful to mentors Molly
shoot workshop with Shaun Wilson and a Reynolds, Di Drew, Dick Marks (OAM),
films fit the story theme of One Night.
produce and pitch workshop with Abi Shaun Wilson, Michael Gissing and Karel
In 2015 WAT introduced a brand new Binning and David Gurney.

Segers.

programme for emerging Tasmanian
filmmakers, to ramp up the key skills The applications to Raw Nerve 2015 The films were launched to an audience
needed to make successful films. It was were considered by Wide Angle Tasmania of over two hundred and fifty guests in
also a prerequisite for applying to Raw staff and a panel of industry professionals Hobart in February 2016 and will screen
Nerve. The programme aimed to provide - our thanks to Fiona McConaghy, Sharon on ABC2 in 2016
much of the training previously offered Connolly and Shaun Wilson. Three early
only to the three teams selected for Raw career directors were selected for Raw Raw Nerve has been a highly successful
Nerve.
It was also designed to Nerve 2015 - Mike Wedderburn (The model for helping emerging filmmakers
encourage the formation of new Love Train), Elli Illiades (Waiting for Angel) gain a foothold in this industry, with
collaborative teams.

and Trent Baumann (Coffeehead).

previous Raw Nervers’ films being
selected for prestigious festivals in
Australia and internationally.

Raw Nerve successes 2008-2015
As the only short film funding for uncredited directors in Tasmania, this is a
vital training opportunity for the emerging sector. Generously supported by
the industry and broader community, 26 films have been produced since
2008. Collectively, the films have screened at over 200 national and
international film festivals. To date, more than three quarters of those
directors have received further financial support from Screen Tasmania/
Screen Australia. Shaun Wilson (2008), Rebecca Thomson (2010) and
Raw Nerve 2015 Launch - over 250
industry practitioners, cast and crew
enjoyed the premiere screening in Hobart

Dominique Hurley (2009 & 2013) are standout examples of how Raw Nerve
provides a career pathway to industry for emerging directors and producers.
The on-set experience provided for cast and crew provide significant career
outcomes for those below-the-line.
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The Love Train
Written & Directed - Mike Wedderburn
Produced - Emma Wilson
Script Editor - Claire D’Este
Mentor Producer - Shaun Wilson
Duration - 6’55”
Against his better judgement Harry has placed his wife Meg in
a nursing home where The Matron can keep an eagle eye on
her memory loss. In an attempt to trigger Meg’s memory,
Harry tunnels into the home and recreates the events of their
wonderful first date. Visiting hours are over however, and The
Matron does not take kindly to an old lothario who insists on
breaking her rules. The chase is on. Harry’s attempts at
resweeping Meg off her feet are not the cure-all he’d
imagined, and when The Matron finally catches up with the
runaway couple, Harry realises he must relinquish a portion of
his independence in order to be with the woman he loves.

Image: Still from The Love Train - Harry played by Gary Files and
Noela Foxcroft as Meg.

Waiting for Angel
Written & Directed - Elli Illiades
Produced - Andrew Del Vecchio
Script Editor - Karel Segers
Mentor Producer - Di Drew and Dick Marks (OAM)
Duration - 6’38”

Angel lives with her baby brother Johnny and her mum, Sonia,
who is pursuing a life of excesses and addictions. Angel has
learned to cope with looking after Johnny and herself, but one
night Angel is pushed to the brink when Sonia’s new boyfriend
crosses the line. Angel must ask herself whether she is still safe
living at home.
Image: Still from Waiting for Angel - Lilyana Guardia as Angel

Coffeehead
Written & Directed - Trent Baumann
Produced - Rebecca Thomson
Script Editor - Karel Segers
Mentor Producer - Molly Reynolds

A gentleman’s coffee addiction has him decide to rehabilitate his
entire life as he attempts to explore alternate realities. In an
absurdist comedy adventure he realises he must find the selfhelp section himself and maybe we are all here because we are
not all there.
Image: Still from Coffeehead - Trent Baumann as Gentleman
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!“"..."hiring"(Wide"Angle"Tasmania’s)"gear"
means"projects"can"happen."That"simple.”!
WAT!Future!Forum,!Sept!2014
Image: Filming the workshop ‘Directing Actors with Di Drew’ - camera operator Bailey Jackson

EQUIPMENT HIRE
Wide Angle Tasmania provides Tasmanian screen practitioners with access to camera, sound, lighting and postproduction equipment. Wide Angle Tasmania subsidises equipment hire to emerging filmmakers working without a
budget and to not-for profit organisations.
• Wide Angle Tasmania hired 1,474 items of equipment to more than 206 individuals, community groups and businesses statewide
• This generated $19,995 in income
• Wide Angle Tasmania provided around $26,000 in subsidised access to equipment
• Wide Angle Tasmania invested $3,857 in pro-sumer equipment in 2015
Wide Angle Tasmania equipment is regularly serviced, maintained, tagged and tested. The price structure is reviewed annually and in
2015 emerging, non-commercial and commercial clients were able to access:
Cameras & Support
Black Magic 4K production camera
Canon EOS C100 Camera

Lights

Editing

Dedo 150W 3 light kit

17” 2011 Macbook Pro - with FCPX &

2 x Redhead 800W 3 light kit

Adobe CS6 Production Premium

2 x Sony PMW-EX1 HD kits
Canon 60D DSLR kit
Canon Legria HV40 camcorder

35cm x 35cm LED light panel

2 x 23” Apple Display Model

GoPro’s HD Helmet HERO
16 gig iPad Mini
4 x HD Mino Flip cameras
Canon EF 16-35mm f/2.8 II lens
Canon EF 24-105mm f/4L IS lens

3 x V-lock batteries & charger
3 x fluoro lamps
HMI 150W light

Projectors

Reflectors, holders & C-stand

DLP Full HD projector

6m x 3m portable green screen

150” 16:9 portable projector screen

Background stand

Data projector

Sound

On-set

Sennheiser 416 & ME66 shotgun mics

Safety Unit kit

RODE NTG1, NTG3 shotgun mics

Catering Unit kit

4 x Sennheiser wireless mics G2/G3

Wardrobe unit kit

Canon EF 70-200mm f/2.8 IS II lens
Canon EF 100mm f/2.8L Macro IS lens
Canon prime lens kit (20, 35, 80mm)
Lensbaby Pro-Effects Kit
Redrock DSLR Cinema Bundle
Ninja Blade
8" HD LCD MonitorDeluxe Kit
DigiDolly V2 Kit
Pilot steadicam kit
Steadicam smoothee
5 x Miller fluid head tripods
Manfrotto Monopod

Azden 4 channel field mixer
Zoom H4 Next Handy Recorder
2 x Sony ECM44B wired lapel mics
2 x Beachtek adaptors
3 x boom poles
Tama Mic Stand
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TRAINING&DEVELOPMENT
Workshops and Masterclasses

practitioners pays remarkable dividends for their career
prospects. Our courses, Specialist Advisory Service &
production initiatives provide students with exceptional
access to highly credentialed industry practitioners. Our
tutors included:

14 workshops and masterclasses delivered
208 students attended

Seminars

Bronwyn Kidd (Flickerfest) - Masterclass presenter & StepUp panelist
Alicia Rackett & David Gurney (Blue Rocket Productions) Seminar & training presenters
Mike Gissing - Location Sound & Post Production
Molly Reynolds - Mentor Producer Raw Nerve
Dick Marks ACS - Mentor Producer Raw Nerve
Di Drew - Mentor Producer Step-Up/Raw Nerve
Shaun Wilson - Story & directing workshops/Mentor
Producer Raw Nerve
Karel Segers - Script workshops & SAS
Sharon Connolly - Mentor Producer Step-Up
Tony Thorne - Animation Mentor Step-Up
Tristram Baumber - Script Editor Step-Up
Becher Townschend - Media training
Fiona McConachy - Raw Nerve panelist
Troy Melville - Digital Internship Mentor
Julia Overton - Step-Up panelist
Rolf de Heer - Step-Up panelist
Sally Caplin - TASshorts on SCREEN panelist
Owen Tilbury - TASshorts on SCREEN panelist

10 seminars delivered
621 people attended
Wide Angle Tasmania engaged 12 locals to tutor and
mentor, providing valuable employment opportunities to
Tasmanians including Mike Gissing, Jason James, Becher
Townschend, Shaun Wilson, Troy Melville, Sam Bell, Dick
Marks, Molly Reynolds, Claire D’Este, Viv Mason, Caleb
Doherty and Lucien Simon. Sharon Connolly, Rolf de Heer,
Owen Tilbury, Molly Reynolds, Heath Brown, David Gurney,
Alicia Rackett and Fiona McConachy generously donated
their services to WAT in 2015. An additional 14 contractors
were engaged for programme and operational support
during 2015.

Industry Contribution
Wide Angle Tasmania’s production initiatives and
competitions rely on the expertise of industry to select,
evaluate and interview our applicants.
We know that
having the industry support and champion our emerging

Wide Angle Tasmania is part of our local
and national screen industry. Wide
Angle Tasmania introduces emerging
practitioners to their wider network

“Wide Angle Tasmania empowers new film makers
with a vision to turn that vision into a reality by
pairing them with industry professionals.”
WAT Future Forum, Sept 2014

Participants in a Speed Networking session
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WAT
TRAINING
2015
During 2015 Wide Angle
Tasmania oﬀered a diverse
programme of masterclasses,
seminars and workshops.
Create a DCP
Under the pay-it-forward model, Mike
Gissing from Digital City Studios
taught 4 people how to create a DCP
with open DCP software. One-on-one
training has continued throughout
2015.
MOOCS courses
In 2015 WAT actively promoted a
range of MOOCS courses by
providing regular face-to-face meetups of a community of learners.
Meet the Blue Rocket Team
With Blue Rocket gearing up for
production on their next major

Images:
Top: Di Drew presenting day 1 of a weekend
masterclass ‘Directing Actors’
Above: David Gurney presenting a session
on pitching to the Raw Materials participants
Right: Story development session held at the
weekend residential at Mount Field National
Park
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animated tv series, this was a unique
opportunity to meet the creative team
who produce award winning children's
television, interactive and mobile
media. Alicia and David discussed
how the animation production team is
constructed, the roles that are needed
and the kinds of people they look for
to work in their studio.
Story Development weekend retreat
(Raw Materials)
Karel Segers provided professional
advice on story development over 2
full days in the remote wilderness of
Mount Field.
Script analysis (Raw Materials)
Shaun Wilson led the team to learn
how to diagnose and fix a script that
isn’t working.
Evan Maloney from
Screen Tas spoke about script
analysis from an agency perspective.
Shoot (Raw Materials)
Once you have your script, how do
you decide what visuals you need?
Shaun Wilson worked with students to
demonstrate how to plan and execute
coverage.

meet new collaborators and check out rising talent.

Produce (Raw Materials)
Abi Binning provided a brief overview of the practical
process of making a film shoot happen. David Gurney
introduced students to the magic of pitching.

Location Sound & Post Production Masterclass
Mike Gissing ran a one-day, fully subscribed workshop at
his post-production studio for crew involved in the Raw
Nerve films.

Meet the Festival Director
Bronwyn Kidd, the Director of Flickerfest presented a
masterclass outlining the 2015 trends and tastes of festival
directors. Participants were encouraged to consider
whether they should target the Australian or International
film circuit, and the advantages of targeting the smaller
festival circuit.

Music for Film
Having collaborated over many years on award winning
web-series, short films and commercial screen projects,
Shaun Wilson and Heath Brown explored their creative
process, workflow and ways that they ensure effective
communication through an ‘in conversation’.

Media Training
To assist filmmakers involved in the TASshorts on SCREEN
programme to develop skills to engage audiences and
encourage them to attend screenings, WAT provided an
intensive training session with Becher Townshend media
and communications specialist at FontPR)

Crowdfunding seminar
WAT General Manager Abi Binning discussed the Step-Up
campaign as a panel member of the Crowd Funding
Institute of Australia (CFIA) Hobart seminar titled Funding
your cause, project, startup or property.

Directing Actors with Di Drew
This intensive two-day workshop explored the process of
actors and directors working together from casting to the
shoot. The roles of the actor and director was discussed
and a range of communication skills were demonstrated.
Day 1 involved a half day of observing Di at work –
demonstrating the processes involved in directing
professional actors, and observing how actors
communicate with Di in the role of director. After
establishing a shared language, participants engaged in
practical sessions in which scenes character and ideas
were explored under Di's guidance. The sessions were lit
and filmed to enable students to gain a real understanding
of how performance translates on screen. The Course
Director and Tutor was Di Drew, Head of Television at the
National Institute of Dramatic Art (NIDA) and one of
Australia’s most respected and award winning, drama
directors and producers.

Stefan Le Mottee presents at ‘Meet the Blue Rocket Team’

Red Hands
In December of 2015 WAT ran a second version of this
training - called RED Hands. Also funded through Screen
Australia and prequalifying participants for the production
initiative RED Fag, 12 participants engaged in 2 intensive
weekend workshops.
This course was based around
scripting, shooting, directing and producing scenes devised
by the group.

Film Budgets 101
With a focus on budgeting for short films, this practical
short course took participants through the Screen Australia
A-Z budget, introducing the language of budgets and
providing tips on how to cost line items.

Speed Networking
Three formal networking opportunities were provided in
2015 - a chance for those involved in the screen industry to
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SCREENINGS
Wide Angle Tasmania’s theatrical screening programme
reached 820 Tasmanians in 2015. An estimated 150,000
Australians viewed films produced through Wide Angle
Tasmania’s production initiatives on ABC2, and over 28,000
online viewers have enjoyed Tasmanian stories.
Wide Angle Tasmania’s screening
programme aims to motivate, excite
and inform Tasmanians about cultural,
creative and career opportunities in
the screen sector.
Wide Angle Tasmania screened a
range of short comedies, dramas and
d o c u m e n t a r y fi l m s d u r i n g 1 5
screening sessions this year - to 820
people. The majority of these films
were from Tasmanian filmmakers.
Several screenings included filmmaker
Q&A sessions, including Raw Nerve
industry screenings.
Wide Angle Tasmania substantially
exceeded its target number of festivals
to support - providing Tasmanians
with access to a diverse range of
screenings (generally for free).

Wide Angle Tasmania
supported 8 festivals
to screen a diverse
range of films across
the state

Top: TASshorts on SCREEN premiered with a 3-day sell-out
season at the State Cinema
Middle: Raw Nerve 2014 launch at the Peacock Theatre
Right: Raw Nerve 2014 film ‘Matthew’ leads the ABC 2
series , celebrated in ‘The Mercury’.
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Wide Angle Tasmania’s support of
festivals increases WAT’s reach and
success in developing screen culture
statewide.
Festivals supported in 2015 included:
Falls Festival
Light Up the Lane
Breath of Fresh Air Film Festival
MyState Student Film Festival
Flickerfest
Eco Film Festival
Show the Love Film Festival
BOFA @ the Barn

TASSHORTS ON SCREEN
To celebrate it’s 10th year of
supporting screen culture statewide,

entertaining documentaries, dramas
and comedies. The filmmakers

successful filmmaker is understanding
distribution. WAT set up the tour and

Wide Angle Tasmania introduced

selected for the tour were

worked with filmmakers to engage

TASshorts on SCREEN - a statewide
tour of 14 homegrown short films.

acknowledged at a reception at
Government House on April 15 before

local audiences. Approximately
$4,000 in ticket sales was received -

Showcasing the exceptional talent of
local filmmakers, all profits from ticket-

opening with a booked out 3 day
season at the State Cinema.

$2,000 of this was returned to the
participating film producers.

sales were split with filmmakers in this

TASshorts on SCREEN travelled to

unique initiative that mentors local
filmmakers in independent distribution.

Wynyard, Deloraine and Launceston
as part of the main BOFA program
during 2015.

38 short films were submitted to Wide
Angle Tasmania’s TASshorts on

In a first for Tasmania, the producers

SCREEN initiative. An industry panel
including Sally Caplin, Molly Reynolds,

of each short film partnered with Wide
Angle Tasmania in a profit share-

Dick Marks and Owen Tilbury
watched nearly 6 hours of films to

venture. WAT is committed to
providing opportunities for local

choose the final 14 short films

filmmakers to develop strong careers

included in the tour - a mix of

in screen – and part of being a
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PROMOTING SCREEN
WAT actively promotes screen events, initiatives, achievements and issues of interest to the screen and
broader community. This has been instrumental in raising the profile of screen and screen practitioners and
demonstrating the value of the screen sector to the broader community. Below is a snapshot of WAT’s
community reach in 2015.

18 radio interviews (statewide and national)
16 press articles in Tasmanian papers
3 films screened nationally on ABC2, followed by 2 weeks of iview
28,093 website page views
20 x newsletters delivered to around 850 subscribers
Over 5,000 social media connections that we regularly engage with
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TREASURER’S REPORT
In the absence of a current Treasurer, I’m pleased to
present the audited financial statements for Wide Angle
Tasmania Incorporated’s activities in the 2015 calendar
year.

2015 was the final year of the triennial funding agreement
between Wide Angle Tasmania, Screen Australia and
Screen Tasmania. The proposed budget for 2015
projected a profit of $155. With a strong focus on ensuring
WAT’s viability beyond 2015 when Screen Australia ceased
providing operational funding, WAT strategically reduced
operating costs and increased revenue streams. Wide
Angle Tasmania delivered an overall profit of around
$42,241 in 2015.

I would like to thank the rest of the Wide Angle Board,
particularly Rolf de Heer, Molly Reynolds, and Tony De
Cesare who have been diligent in their responsibilities on
the Governance, Finance, and Audit Sub-Committee, as
well as our General Manager and staff for their efforts to
improve the overall efficiency and effectiveness of Wide
Angle.

Shaun Wilson
Public Officer
Wide Angle Tasmania
March 2015

Financial Snapshot 2015

Expenditure Summary 2015

Income Summary 2015

Training, events & initiatives
Equipment costs
Overheads
Wages & super

income'generated'by'WAT'
Raw'Nerve'6'Screen'Australia'
Screen'Australia'
Screen'Tasmania'
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Wide Angle Tasmania Inc
Financial Report
For the Year Ended 31 December 2015
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Wide Angle Tasmania Inc
For the Year Ended 31 December 2015
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Wide Angle Tasmania Inc
Statement of Comprehensive Income
For the Year Ended 31 December 2015

2015

2014

$

$

Income
Courses
Equipment Hire
Interest income
Grants Received
Donations
Miscellaneous Income

11,712
19,818
5,328
199,922
22,821
5,936

12,434
21,746
4,369
175,273
5,827

Total income

265,537

219,649

Less: Expenses
Accounting and audit fees
Advertising
Bank charges
Board expenses
Conference/Seminar costs
Contract services
Depreciation
Equipment < $300
Insurance
Leave provisions
Office supplies
Presenter travel and accommodation
Presenters
Raw nerve expenses
RED Flag and Step-Up Films
Rent
Repairs and maintenance
Screen Development Australia
Sundry expenses
Superannuation
Technical backup
Telephone, mobile and broadband
Travel expenses
Wages & salaries

3,558
722
1,314
765
2,340
3,645
9,124
619
8,402
(1,902)
2,354
1,189
8,940
29,005
4,129
9,902
1,047
101
3,535
10,899
1,821
2,590
1,996
117,201

2,759
1,037
1,398
1,236
1,638
420
9,597
1,996
7,456
1,832
1,217
1,230
7,261
31,374
9,675
796
2,359
4,306
10,407
848
3,469
790
112,775

Total Expenses

223,296

215,876

42,241

3,773

-

-

42,241

3,773

Net Surplus/(Deficit) for the year
Other Comprehensive Income
Total comprehensive income

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
3
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Wide Angle Tasmania Inc
Statement of Financial Position
As At 31 December 2015
2015

2014

$

$

Note
ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Trade and other receivables
Prepayments

2

231,556
198
5,968

143,516
10
6,111

237,722

149,637

13,384

19,404

13,384

19,404

251,106

169,041

8,069
8,937
40,500

6,843
10,839
-

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES

57,506

17,682

TOTAL LIABILITIES

57,506

17,682

NET ASSETS

193,600

151,359

EQUITY
Accumulated Surpluses

193,600

151,359

TOTAL EQUITY

193,600

151,359

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS
NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Property, plant and equipment

3

TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS
TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Trade and other payables
Employee Benefits
Income received in advance

4
5

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
4
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Wide Angle Tasmania Inc
Statement of Changes in Equity
For the Year Ended 31 December 2015
2015
Accumulated
surpluses
$

Total
$

Balance at 1 January 2015
Net Surplus/(deficit) for the year

151,359
42,241

151,359
42,241

Balance at 31 December 2015

193,600

193,600

2014
Accumulated
surpluses

Total

$

$

Balance at 1 January 2014
Net Surplus/(deficit) for the year

147,586
3,773

147,586
3,773

Balance at 31 December 2014

151,359

151,359

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
5
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Wide Angle Tasmania Inc
Notes to the Financial Statements
For the Year Ended 31 December 2015

1

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
(a)

Basis of Preparation

This financial report is a special purpose financial report prepared in order to satisfy the financial
reporting requirements of the Associations Incorporation Act (Tas) 1964. The Committee has
determined that the Association is not a reporting entity. The Association is a not-for-profit entity for
financial reporting purposes.
The financial report has been prepared on an accruals basis, is based on historic costs and does not
take into account changing money values or, except where specifically stated, current valuations of
non-current assets.
The following significant accounting policies, which are consistent with the previous period unless
otherwise stated, have been adopted in the preparation of this financial report.
(b)

Comparative Figures

Where appropriate, comparative figures have been adjusted to conform to changes in presentation
for the current financial year.
(c)

Cash and Cash Equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents include cash on hand, deposits held at call with banks, other short-term
highly liquid investments. Bank overdrafts are shown within short-term borrowings in current liabilities
in the statement of financial position.
(d)

Trade and other receivables

The Association considers accounts receivable to be fully collectible, accordingly no allowance for
doubtful accounts is required.
(e)

Property, Plant and Equipment

All property, plant and equipment is carried at cost less, where applicable, any accumulated
depreciation.
The depreciable amount of all property, plant and equipment is depreciated over the useful lives of
the assets to the Association commencing from the time the asset is held ready for use.
Depreciation

The depreciation rates used for each class of depreciable assets are:
Class of Fixed Asset
Depreciation Rate
Furniture, Fixtures and Fittings
20% prime cost
Equipment
20 - 33% prime cost

6
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Wide Angle Tasmania Inc
Notes to the Financial Statements
For the Year Ended 31 December 2015

1

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies continued
(f)

Trade and other payables

Trade and other payables are stated at cost, which approximates fair value due to the short term
nature of these liabilities.
(g)

Critical Accounting Estimates and Judgments

The Committee members evaluate estimates and judgments incorporated into the financial report
based on historical knowledge and best available current information. Estimates assume a
reasonable expectation of future events and are based on current trends and economic data,
obtained both externally and within the Association.
(h)

Employee Benefits

Provision is made for the Association's liability for employee benefits arising from services rendered
by employees to the end of the reporting period. Employee benefits have been measured at the
amounts expected to be paid when the liability is settled.
Contribution made by the Association to an employee superannuation fund are charged as expenses
when incurred.
(i)

Provisions

Provisions are recognised when the Association has a legal or constructive obligation, as a result of
past events, for which it is probable that an outflow of economic benefits will result and that outflow
can be reliably measured.
(j)

Income Tax

No provision for income tax has been raised as the Association is exempt from income tax under
Division 50 of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997.
(k)

Goods and Services Tax (GST)

Revenues, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of GST, except where the amount
of GST incurred is not recoverable from the Tax Office. In these circumstances the GST is
recognised as part of the cost of acquisition of the asset or as part of an item of the expense.
Receivables and payables in the statement of financial position are shown inclusive of GST.
(l)

Revenue and Other Income

Interest revenue is recognised over the period for which funds are invested.
Revenue from the provision of services is recognised upon delivery of the service to customers.
Grant and donation income is recognised when the Association obtains control over the funds which
is generally at the time of receipt.
All revenue is stated net of the amount of goods and services tax (GST).
7
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Wide Angle Tasmania Inc
Notes to the Financial Statements
For the Year Ended 31 December 2015

2

Cash and Cash Equivalents

Cash on hand
Cash at bank

3

2015

2014

$

$

817
230,739

730
142,786

231,556

143,516

2015

2014

$

$

2,881
(2,869)

2,882
(2,856)

Property, Plant and Equipment

PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Furniture, fixture and fittings
At cost
Accumulated depreciation
Total furniture, fixture and fittings

12

Equipment
At cost
Accumulated depreciation

26

111,332
(98,623)

115,410
(97,561)

Total office equipment

12,709

17,849

Tripods
At cost
Accumulated depreciation

5,274
(5,274)

5,274
(5,274)

Toal tripods

-

Projector
At cost
Accumulated depreciation

6,539
(5,876)

Total projector
Total property, plant and equipment

6,539
(5,010)

663

1,529

13,384

19,404

8
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Wide Angle Tasmania Inc
Notes to the Financial Statements
For the Year Ended 31 December 2015

4

Trade and Other Payables
2015

2014

$

$

CURRENT
Superannuation payable
Trade payables
GST Payable/(Receivable)
PAYG Payable
Westpac Mastercard

5

796
324
(473)
5,166
1,030

8,069

6,843

Employee Benefits

Annual Leave
Long Service Leave

6

995
1,898
5,028
148

2015

2014

$

$

6,599
2,338

10,839
-

8,937

10,839

Capital and Leasing Commitments
(a)

Operating Lease Commitments
Non-cancelable operating leases contracted for but not capitalised in the financial statements:
2015
2014
$

Payable - minimum lease payments:
- not later than 12 months
- between 12 months and 5 years

$

5,657
-

9,697
5,657

5,657

15,354

Lease of office premises at 77 Salamanca Place, Battery Point.
7

Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets
There are no contingent liabilities or contingent assets as at reporting date to be disclosed.

8

Events After the End of the Reporting Period
There are no events after the balance date affecting the financial statements to be disclosed.

9
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Wide Angle Tasmania Inc
Notes to the Financial Statements
For the Year Ended 31 December 2015

9

Economic Dependency and Wind up
The ongoing viability of Wide Angle Tasmania Inc is dependent upon receipt of grants from Screen
Tasmania and Screen Australia. With Screen Australia funding to cease at the end of this year and Screen
Tasmania offering reduced rather than increased funding, the Board has decided that there is no viable way
for Wide Angle Tasmania to continue in the long term. The Board has announced that the Association will
close in 2016.

10 Association Details
The registered office of the Association is:
Wide Angle Tasmania Inc
Space 123 Salamanca Arts Centre
77 Salamanca Place
HOBART TAS 7000
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Wide Angle Tasmania Inc
Independent Audit Report to the members of Wide Angle Tasmania Inc
Report on the Financial Report
We have audited the accompanying financial report being a special purpose financial report, of Wide Angle
Tasmania Inc, which comprises the Statement of Financial Position as at 31 December 2015, the Statement of
Comprehensive Income and Statement of Changes in Equity for the year then ended, notes comprising a
summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory information, and the statement by members of
the Committee.
Committee’s Responsibility for the Financial Report
The Committee of the Association is responsible for the preparation of the financial report and has determined
that the basis of preparation described in Note 1, is appropriate to meet the requirements of the Associations
Incorporation Act (Tas) 1964 and is appropriate to meet the needs of the members. The Committees’
responsibility also includes such internal control as the Committee determines is necessary to enable the
preparation and fair presentation of a financial report that is free from material misstatement, whether due to
fraud or error.
Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the financial report based on our audit. We conducted our audit in
accordance with Australian Auditing Standards. Those standards require that we comply with relevant ethical
requirements relating to audit engagements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the financial report is free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the
financial report. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgement, including the assessment of the
risks of material misstatement of the financial report, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk
assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of
the financial report in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the
purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit also includes
evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates
made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial report.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit
opinion.
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